Japanese research: Japan's science ministry has approved 14 projects worth a total of ¥56.4 billion (US$632 million), supplementing its ¥100-billion 'FIRST' initiative (Funding Program for World-Leading Innovative R&D on Science and Technology; see Nature 464, 966-967; 2010) . The largest slice, ¥10 billion over three years, went to Japan's High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) to upgrade its B-meson facility in Tsukuba. The 'Super KEKB' will pump out B-mesons and anti-Bmesons at a rate 40 times greater than the current collider. The University of Tokyo, meanwhile, won ¥9.8 billion over three years to build a cryogenic detector to spot gravitational waves.
Medical isotopes: TRIUMF, Canada's national laboratory for particle physics at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, will start building a Can$62.9-million (US$60.8-million) linear particle accelerator to produce rare chemical isotopes, after it was granted Can$30.7 million by the British Columbia provincial government last week. The research project, named ARIEL, will investigate new ways to make isotopes for medical imaging, and is scheduled to start producing isotopes by 2015.
Patent sidestep:
In a muchanticipated decision, the US Supreme Court on 28 June struck down a patent for a business method -but refused to define more broadly what constitutes a 'patentable process' . A definition might have jeopardized many Chemicals deal: German chemicals company BASF will buy competitor Cognis in a deal worth about €3.1 billion (US$3.8 billion). BASF, based in Ludwigshafen, confirmed the acquisition on 23 June. It will pay €700 million in cash and take on debt and pension commitments for the smaller firm, which is headquartered in Monheim, Germany.
• pOlIcy 
WhalING DEaDlOck
Talks on a proposed deal between whaling and non-whaling nations, which would have condoned some whale-hunting under international quotas, fell through last week at meetings of the International Whaling Commission in Agadir, Morocco. The compromise proposal had hoped to reduce the yearly whaling catch by setting decadal catch limits for whaling nations such as Iceland, Japan and Norway, which hunt whales under special permits or objections to a 1986 moratorium and impose their own catch quotas.
gene-testing or software patents. A federal appeals court ruling had found in the Bilski v. Kappos case that a method was unpatentable because it neither contributed to the construction of a machine, nor transformed anything from one state to another. The Supreme Court upheld the decision, but said that this 'machine-or-transformation' test should not have been used to guide it. See go.nature.com/ PRrIhD for more. Another 11.9% could be found only on authors' websites or in repositories -'green' oA. repositories set up by universities or institutions accounted for one in four of these green oA articles; 43% of them, meanwhile, could be found in subject-based repositories such as arXiv and PubMed.
OPEN ACCESS SURVEYED
breaking down the articles by discipline (see 'open access surveyed'), the researchers found that earth sciences had the highest overall oA share with 33%, whereas chemistry had the lowest, with 13%. In life sciences, the majority of oA articles were gold; in other disciplines, most were green.
Australia power-shift: Julia Gillard became Australia's first female prime minister when she replaced Kevin Rudd on 24 June. She said she was committed to tackling climate change and would try to set a price on carbon dioxide if she survived national elections later this year. Rudd stepped down after his popularity with voters tumbled, in part because of his failure to push through a promised greenhouse-gas-emissions trading scheme.
Climate authors: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
India's telescopic sights: In a rare foray into international telescope projects, India said on 24 June that it would join the planned Thirty Meter Telescope, a US$1-billion project atop Mauna Kea in Hawaii that is set to be finished in 2018. If the financial outlay for full membership (yet to be determined) is approved by the government, three of the country's institutes say they want to become partners in the in Geneva, Switzerland, has announced the experts who will, unpaid, compile the panel's fifth assessment report (AR5), due in 2014. The 831 coordinating lead authors, lead authors and review editors were chosen from about 3,000 nominations. A quarter of them are female and 60% are new to the IPCC process. The three AR5 working groupson the physical-science basis for climate knowledge, on adaptation to climate change, and on mitigation strategies -are dominated by experts affiliated with European and North American institutions (see chart).
